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Microstructured magnetic tunnel junction ring with outer/inner diameter of 2/1 m has been fabricated to investigate the angular
dependence of magnetoresistance during magnetization reversal process. The minor loop of magnetoresistive curve reveals four distinct
resistance levels associated with four magnetization configurations within the free layer throughout the magnetization reversal. The
magnetoresistance decreases with increasing angle between applied external field and biasing direction, which is resulted from the rel-
ative alignment of total magnetization of pinned and free layer. An extra feature appeared in the minor loop when the external field is
transverse to the biasing direction; this can be attributed to a vortex-pair formation/annihilation in the free layer. Furthermore, a series
of schemes of magnetic configurations of pinned and free layers are illustrated to explain the routes of minor loops.

Index Terms—Magnetization reversal, magnetoresistance, magnetoresistive devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE magnetic and electric properties of ring-shaped mag-
netic thin films have intensively attracted much interest

due to the practical applications [1]–[3], such as magnetic
random access memory (MRAM), which was first proposed by
Zhu [4]. As a result, a variety of the characteristics showing
simple, stable, reproducible, and fast switching processes of the
magnetic annularly shaped devices have been reported by many
groups. For many of them, the main themes were focused on
single-film devices [5]–[7]. To date, for real functional devices,
the attention have been inevitably then transferred to a mag-
netic multilayer system, for instance, a giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) and magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) system [8], [9].
The current-in-plane (CIP) pseudo-spin-valve elliptical ring
devices [8] and current perpendicular-to-plane (CPP) GMR
ring [9] were reported to discuss the magnetotransport behavior
of GMR effect, revealing high magnetoresistance (MR) ratio in
comparison with single-film devices. Recently, we have shown
that the fabrication and characterization of a microstructured
MTJ ring device revealed a higher MR ratio and multistep
magnetization reversal process [10]. For the application aspect,
the angular dependence of MR of MTJ devices, which was
dominated by the angle between the moments of two ferromag-
nets and predicted by Slonczewski’s theory [11], was also an
important issue. The experiments on angular-dependent MR
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of ring-shaped mutilayer system devices were just appearing
in a CIP-GMR [12] system but never in a CPP-MTJ system.
Therefore, we present a study of MR measurement in the pres-
ence of differently external filed direction relative to biasing
direction during magnetization reversal on microstructured
MTJ ring. The main goal was focused on the relative alignment
of magnetic moment between pinned and free layer.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The MTJ thin films consisting of Si/SiO 50-substrate/Ta
5/Cu 20/Ta 5/NiFe 2/Cu 5/MnIr 10/CoFe 4/Al-N 1.5/CoFe
4/NiFe 20/Ta 5-cap (thickness in nanometers) were first
prepared by the dc magnetron sputtering method. The mi-
crostructured MTJ ring with an outer/inner diameter of 2/1

m, as shown in Fig. 1, was fabricated by a top-down tech-
nique combining photolithography, electron-beam lithography,
and ion-milling process. Special care was taken during the
ion-milling process using low-angle vertical etching, followed
by high-angle lateral etching to prevent the edge shorting
problem. A series of schemes showing fabrication processes
can be seen in our previous work [8].

The MR measurements were carried out using a typical four-
terminal dc technique in the presence of external field that was
tuned with various angles between external field and biasing
direction, as shown in inset of Fig. 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2(a)–(d) shows the angular-dependent MR major loops.
The biasing field of about 730 Oe measured at external field
parallel to biasing direction was just slightly smaller than that
of nonpatterned films, 760 Oe, which was extracted from M–H
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Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of microstructured MTJ ring with outer/inner diam-
eter of 2/1 �m. The inset was the definition of the angle (�).

Fig. 2. Angular-dependent MR major loops of (a) 0 , (b) 45 , (c) 75 , and (d)
90 . The full circle and open triangle represent field sweep down and sweep up
process, respectively.

loop measured by alternating gradient magnetometry (AGM),
indicating that the magnetic state of pinned layer was almost in
uniform state. As the angle increased, the pinned layer magneti-
zation was more easily to rotate to parallel the external field, as
shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), resulting in decreasing biasing effect
in major loops.

Fig. 3(a)–(d) shows the angular-dependent MR minor loops.
The 0 minor loop reveals 8% MR ratio and four distinct re-
sistance levels associated with four magnetic states, i.e., onion,
vortex-pair, vortex, and reverse onion states within the free layer
throughout the magnetization reversal and fixed uniform pinned
layer [13]. The MR ratio decreased with increasing angle since
the total magnetization of pinned and free layer could not at-
tain the completely parallel configuration in the range of 500
to 500 Oe. Interestingly, an extra feature appeared with the
angle of 90 revealing no more hysteresis-like minor loop. The
highest resistance level occurs during the vortex-pair formation
and annihilation processes in free layer, as shown in inset of
Fig. 3(d).

A series of schemes of magnetic configurations of pinned and
free layer, as shown in Fig. 3(a)–(c), during free-layer reversal
process were illustrated to describe these situations more ex-
plicitly. For simplifying the condition, we assume that the mag-
netic state of pinned layer was invariably in onion state. Fig. 4(a)
expresses the schemes of 0 situations during of free-layer re-
versal processes. The lowest resistance level was because of

Fig. 3. Angular-dependent MR minor loops of (a) 0 , (b) 45 , (c) 75 , and (d)
90 . The full circle and open triangle represent field sweep down and sweep up
process, respectively.

the magnetization of pinned and free layer completely parallel
to each other. Then, as the free layer in the vortex-pair state,
the resistance reached the first higher level due to the reduced
total magnetization of free layer. When the free layer was in the
vortex state, the difference of magnetization of the free and the
pinned layer was 180 360 parallel and 180 360 antipar-
allel resulting in a second higher resistance level. Finally, the
reverse onion state in the free layer was totally antiparallel to
a pinned layer, leading to the highest resistance level. Fig. 4(b)
demonstrates the schemes of 75 situations: The lowest resis-
tance level was with 210 360 parallel between pinned and
free layer. The first higher resistance level was also because of
the vortex-pair state in free layer, consequently total magneti-
zation less than 210 360 parallel. As the free layer in vortex
state, 180 360 parallel magnetization produced second resis-
tance level. Eventually, the reverse onion state was 150 360
parallel leading to highest resistance level. Furthermore, as the
increasing external field, the pinned layer started rotating its bi-
asing direction to create more parallel magnetization parts then
diminishing the resistance gradually. The above elaboration can
also explain the MR ratio decreased with increasing angle. The
most interesting case appeared in 90 situations, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). The magnetization was 180 360 parallel between
pinned and free layer when the free layer with onion, vortex and
reverse onion. The highest resistance level occurred in free layer
with vortex-pair state and formed a plateau. Hence the minor
loop manifests no more hysteresis-like behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have fabricated microstructured MTJ ring
to investigate the angular dependent MR measurements. The
0 minor loop reveals three transitions due to four magnetic
states within the free layer during the free-layer switching
process with a fixed quasi-uniform pinned layer. The MR
ratio decreased with increasing angle resulted from the relative
angle of total magnetization of pinned layer and free layer.
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Fig. 4. Series of schemes illustrate the corresponding magnetic states in pinned and free layers during free-layer switching process under different external field
angle: (a) 0 , (b) 75 , and (c) 90 . The outer/inner arrows represent the magnetization direction of pinned/free layer.

An extra feature appeared in a 90 MR loop showing no more
hysteresis-like behavior. The highest resistance level occurs in
the vortex-pair formation and annihilation processes of the free
layer. A series of schemes of magnetic configurations of the
pinned and free layer during the free-layer switching process
were also illustrated to identify the MR behaviors.
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